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(57) Abstract: A technique for removing the effects of a particular optical
aberration: Lateral Chromatic Aberration (LCA) in digital imaging systems
is presented. The process is targeted on single, multi-spectral sensors, ar

ranged in a predefined pattern with spectral filters. Removal process based
on a pre-mosaicing or preinterpolation processing of the raw sensor data.
This enacts a non-linear displacement of pixels with an inverse profile to the
LCA produced by the optical assembly. The pre-mosaicing process is con
trolled by a multivariate mathematical model of the lenses lateral chromatic
characteristics. In this way the lateral chromatic aberration content is pre
cisely removed throughout the image region and lens range. The present in
vention also relates to an image processing program that realises the image
processing device on a computer. Furthermore, the present invention relates
to an electronic device that incorporates the image processing device. The
method may be employed with predefined test images or images taken gener
ally by a user.
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Title

Correction of Optical Lateral Chromatic Aberration in Digital Imaging Systems

Field of the Application

The present application relates to the field of optics and in particular to

methods of correcting optical aberration

Background Of The Application

In an optical system or lens, departures from ideal behaviour are known as

aberrations. During the lens design process designers strive to minimise a

multitude of aberrations. Notwithstanding, residual aberration appear in

resulting images or projections. This present application is directed at Lateral

Chromatic Aberration (LCA), which refers to the slight variation in magnification

with wavelength or colour. This phenomenon is commonly observed in digital

images where often a coloured fringe appears in high contrast areas, especially

near the image boarders. The distribution of LCA throughout the image pick-up

apparatus, and consequently the image, is commonly assumed to be a change

in magnification about the optical axis for a colour channel with respect to

another spectral channel.

Thus for example, some attempts have been employed where the

magnification is estimated and reversed for individual colours. For example,

JP2000299874 describes a method where the chromatic aberration is

calculated at one location in the image and this correction is applied throughout

the image to reduce its influence. JP2001 2344978 adjusts the magnification of

each colour component of the image to ensure a minimum difference between

colour channels.

In practice the LCA distribution is highly non-linear as there are many

factors that contribute to this profile, which results in poor performance of the

above described methods in certain instances.



One area that has been traditionally concentrated on is lens design as it

should be appreciated that whilst the present application is directed to digital

imaging techniques, LCA was present before the development of digital imaging

techniques. Accordingly, particular lens designs are employed to correct for

chromatic aberration. Achromatised lenses cancel chromatic aberration for two

selected wavelength. Lenses that correct for three wavelengths are known as

apochromatic, while superachromatic lenses correct for four wavelengths.

Whilst, these corrected lenses have an improved performance with respect to

uncorrected lens, they are designed typically to correct the image in the center

portion and LCA still occurs at the edges. Moreover, images acquired with these

types of lenses still present a secondary spectrum, which is referred to as

residual chromatic aberration. This residual chromatic aberration exhibits a

varying intensity across the surface of the sensor and accordingly in the

captured image.

Errors or inaccuracies in lens manufacture and assembly leads to a more

complex chromatic wavefront, which, among other effects, displaces the

apparent centre of chromatic aberration away from the optical axis. Slight

misalignments of lens elements due, for example, to zoom barrel displacements

or otherwise also contribute to displacing the apparent centre of aberration and

among other effects contributes to a tangential as well as radial LCA profile.

The combination of these effects and others, leads to a highly non-linear lateral

chromatic aberration profile on a sensor such as a CCD device. Furthermore,

for variable focal length, focus or aperture lenses, the LCA content is further

modified in a non-linear fashion with focal length, focus and\or aperture.

US20070097267 describes the suppression of chromatic aberration within

the gamma correction process. This method is fundamentally ineffective in the

removal of chromatic aberration as the correlations introduced through the

demosaicing process introduce additional false colour artefacts in the image.

US20041 50732 describes a method that applies correction employing

interpolation based on stored blocks of correction data. US2004240726



describes a method where zonal correction is applied during the interpolation

process. These methods have the drawback that cannot be used with general

interpolation techniques.

US20070242897 describes a technique where the correction is applied at

zonal sections throughout the image, centered on the optical axis. More

fundamentally, all these methods, being region based, do not completely

remove the aberration at every pixel. Correction levels are chosen iteratively,

increasing processing efficiency. Correction levels based on scene content can

potentially result in erroneous correction

JP20061 35805 describes a method where correction is applied based on a

storage map. Similarly, JP2001 186533 appears to describe a correction system

that applies a correction based on a pre-stored map for every pixel in the image.

This correction map is generated by viewing a pattern who's aberration free

image is stored in advance for the lens which is fixed to the camera. Does not

take into account settings other than photographed. Both methods require large

storage space for the correction map.

US6697522 outlines a method for use in a colour scanner where

correction is applied based on a stored memory coefficient. Whilst approaches

such as this provide correction. They are limited to the settings at which the

correction data was obtained. Thus, the chromatic aberration content at

different lens settings will not be removed effectively.

US200501 79788 and US20051 68614 describes similar systems to

above with the additional consideration for variations in the optical axis or center

of aberration due to camera shake process. While the latter two techniques

consider the shift in the optical axis due to shake, no considerations is given to

the numerous additional factors which might perturb the apparent center of the

aberration. These include camera lens misalignment, errors in lens manufacture

and barrel tilt. Aside from this issue the described re-magnification removal

process cannot accommodate the non-linear correction that is required to



completely remove the effects of the aberration. These methods are again

based on a re-magnification implementation of the correction. The non-linear

elements are thus ignored and remain. The method employs the lens setting as

input and generates a single control parameter to drive the magnification or

reduction process. However, the method is limited in that it assumes that LCA is

linear whereas it is not.

In addition a variety of lenses are known in which the optical axis is

deliberately shifted. These lenses would include tilt shift and swing lenses or

combinations thereof which are used for example in architectural photography.

None of the above described methods are suitable for use with such lenses.

The present invention seeks to provide an improved method of correcting

LCA in Digital Imaging Systems.

Summary

The present application addresses the deficiencies in the prior art by

allowing for the removal of Lateral Chromatic Aberration throughout the range of

operation of a photographic lens and across the entire sensor.

To achieve this, the present application provides a method for creating a

model for correcting LCA in an imaging system, the method comprises:

a) setting the lens of the imaging system to an initial setting,

b) using the imaging system to acquire a RAW image comprising at least two

colour components for a test pattern, where the test pattern has a plurality of

test points defined therein,

c) determining the LCA shift that has occurred for at least one colour at each

test point for the particular lens setting,

d) repeating steps c) and d) for different lens settings,

e) using the determined LCA shifts in a fitting method to determine appropriate

constants for a model comprising a plurality of equations, where the model may

be employed to estimate an LCA correction value for any pixel in an image,



where the inputs to the model comprise the pixels location and the current lens

settings.

A correction system for an imaging system comprising a lens having one

or more settings and an image sensor arrangement, the image sensor providing

a RAW image having at least two colour components, the correction system

applying to each pixel of at least one colour a correction equation to correct for

LCA where the constants of the equations have been previously determined

and the inputs to the equation comprise the individual pixel location and the at

least one lens setting.

Accordingly, a first embodiment provides a method of correcting for Lateral

Chromatic Aberration in a lens comprising the steps of: acquiring a RAW image

comprising at least three colour components and at least one lens setting

corresponding to those of the RAW image,

applying a first mathematical correction to a first colour component of the RAW

image to provide a corrected first colour component,

applying a second mathematical correction to a second colour component of the

RAW image to provide a corrected second colour component,

wherein the first and second mathematical corrections are performed

individually on pixels of the individual colour components by application of a

series of non-linear equations, wherein the coefficients for the series of no n

linear equations have been determined from previous measurements of

chromatic aberration at a series of points in a test image for a plurality of

different lens setting and the inputs to the equations comprise the position of the

pixel and the at least one lens setting,

combining the corrected first colour component and the corrected second colour

component with the third colour component to provide a corrected raw image.

In contrast to the prior art this method allows for accurate correction of

chromatic aberration at each pixel and for different lens settings in a form which

allows for fast computation and minimal storage of correction information in

contrast to the use of maps which result in a correction map of the same size as



the image at least dimensionally. In addition, in contrast to zonal or regional

based methods, a correction may be determined for each individual pixel.

Key to achieving the benefits of the present application is the compact

representation of the lens chromatic aberration characteristics through a

multivariate mathematical model. This requires minimal storage requirements in

a device, yet provides correction for every conceivable pixel. Implementation of

the removal process may use a process such as such as bi-linear or cubic

interpolation. The removal process displaces each pixel by the inverse amount

of lateral chromatic aberration at that location.

The removal process is made efficient by requiring one quarter the time

required to process one colour channel. This is achieved by processing the

RAW image data, which is also essential for the complete and correct removal

of the aberration.

A further embodiment provides a method for creating a model for

correcting LCA in an imaging system having a lens with multiple settings, the

method comprises:

a) retrieving a RAW image acquired by the imaging system having a first lens

setting, the RAW image comprising a reference colour component and at least

one other colour component,

b) determining test points from high regions of change in each component,

c) determining the LCA shift that has occurred for the at least one colour at

each test point with respect to the reference colour component for the particular

lens setting,

d) repeating steps a) b) and c) for images acquired with different lens settings,

e) using the determined LCA shifts in a fitting method to determine the

constants of a model comprising a plurality of equations, where the model may

be employed to estimate an LCA correction value for any pixel in an image,

where the inputs to the model comprise the pixels location and the current lens

settings. It will be appreciated that the high regions of change is with respect to

pixel intensity.



In this embodiment, the method may be applied for two colour components and

constants are determined separately for each colour component. Suitably, the

imaging system employs RGB format. The Green component may be selected

as the reference colour component and the model parameters determined to

correct the Red and\or Blue components.

For any of these embodiments, the lens setting may comprise one or

more of the following:

a) the aperture setting,

b) where the lens is a zoom lens, the selected focal length,

c) the focus distance,

d) where the lens is a shift lens, the degree of lens shift,

e) where the lens is a tilt lens, the degree of lens tilt,

f) where the lens is a swing lens, the degree of swing.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

The present invention will now be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is an exemplary process flow for a calibration process according

the present application,

Figure 2 is a test set-up for the calibration process of Figure 1,

Figure 3 is a correction process employing the calibration data obtained

from a process and set-up for example as shown in Figures 1 and 2

respectively, and

Figure 4 is a further exemplary process according to the present

application,

Figure 5 illustrates experimental data to explain part of the process of

Figure 4, and

Figure 6 illustrates exemplary measurement data obtained using the

process of Figure 4 .

Detailed Description Of The Drawings



The different elements of the process will now be explained with reference

to some exemplary embodiments. In a first embodiment, a first process

acquires test images as part of an initial calibration step whereas a second

process uses an existing library of images acquired by an imaging system for

the initial calibration process. In both cases, the data obtained from the

calibration step is subsequently employed in a correction process to correct

LCA in images.

The first calibration process comprises a series of steps, as illustrated in

the process flow of Figure 1. The initial step comprises the setting up of the

imaging apparatus such as an SLR camera in a test configuration. The camera

30 is set up on a tripod 36 or other support and directed at a reference image

38. As will be explained below, the reference object is suitably selected to

simplify the subsequent processing of the data. The reference object is

positioned a distance away from camera. This distance is loosely based upon

the focal length of the lens. Different focal lengths for a lens may be placed at

different distances to ensure that the reference object presented to the image

sensor fills the image, i.e. there is no border. To assist the process, optionally a

track or similar arrangement may be provided by which the distance between

the camera and reference object may be adjusted. Suitable markings may be

provided on the track to identify the appropriate positions depending on the

selected focal length of the lens. It is not important that the exact same image or

view position is presented to the sensor for each acquired image since the LCA

movements will be detected by reference to differences between the different

colours in the one image at the positions of the identified corners. For the

numerical minimisation techniques described below it is not necessary that the

LCA measurement sites be the same from image to image, it is sufficient that

they are known.

As, a measure of aberration is being obtained it is important to capture an

image of a specific known target so that the captured image and target may be

compared. Thus the reference object (target) is suitably selected to facilitate the

subsequent image analysis aspect of the calibration process. An example of a



suitable reference object is a planar surface with a checkerboard pattern

defined thereon. A checkerboard pattern is suitable since the positions of the

corners of the individual squares may readily be identified using conventional

image derivative processing such as corner detection techniques. Suitably, the

number of squares in the pattern would ensure that each square represented a

pixel area in the image of x by x pixels, where x is suitably a value in the range

of 40 to 200 pixels depending on the sensor size and the degree of

improvement required.

Once the camera, lens 32 and target have been appropriately set up, an

image is acquired by the camera. Image analysis is then performed on the

acquired image to identify the positions in a reference plane of the corners of

the squares in the checkerboard pattern. The identification of the corner

positions may readily be implemented using conventional corner detection

techniques which would be familiar to those skilled in the art. Suitably in an

RGB sensor camera, the Green plane is used as the reference as it is the one

generally most densely sampled by the colour filters of the CFA (Colour filter

array).

The process of identifying the corner positions is repeated for the first of

the remaining colour panes, i.e. Red or Blue in a RGB sensor. Once the corner

positions have been determined, they are compared to the corner positions of

the reference plane to determine the displacement of each corner with respect

its corresponding corner in the reference plane. These displacements are

stored along with the lens settings. The process is then repeated for any

remaining colour planes.

Accordingly, the Red and Blue plane displacements with respect to the

green plane are recovered In contrast, to some of the prior art, the present

application applies this process to the RAW data obtained from the sensor to

recover un-correlated independent estimates of the LCA throughout the sensor

area. Compared with the full colour LCA estimates these are significantly more

accurate.



It will be appreciated that corrections for LCA are the inverse values of the

LCA estimates since the purpose of the method is to negate displacements in

the image introduced by the lens.

These steps are then repeated a number of times for different lens

settings, e.g. changes of focal length, aperture and focus settings. This data

collection measures the LCA content at different pixels throughout the range of

the lens.

The next stage in the process compacts the acquired LCA measurements

into a compact numerical form which returns the correction values for every

pixel for each of the non-reference planes for any given lens settings.

In particular, the correction process is embedded in a multi-vahate model

of the lens. This model represents the highly non-linear nature of the aberration

throughout the lens. The variables of this model are estimated using the

collection of data from the measurement process through a non-linear least

squares procedure. This compact model representation can be interrogated for

every pixel in the image to recover the appropriate correction. Uniquely, the

removal process can be conducted using standard methods such as bi-linear or

cubic interpolation. The removal process may be conducted efficiently on the

RAW data channels, where only active pixels are considered. This reduces the

processing time required, and is essential for proper subsequent interpolation of

the corrected RAW data. The pre-interpolation removal enacts the discrete

inverse of the multi-vahate LCA function described above. This data is then

passed directly to any interpolation technique, where the resulting image will

exhibit a significant reduction in and even elimination of lateral chromatic

aberration.

The mathematical representation of Lateral Chromatic Aberration

correction quantities for a specific focal, aperture and focus setting is given in x

and y pixel coordinates by the equation:
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This models a particular colour frequency or plane of interest (g), and a

reference plane (f). Here x = piχx —c and y = pix y —cy represent the

coordinates of the image with the origin at the aberration center, (Cχ,cy) where

(pixx, pixy) are the image pixel location with reference to the predetermined

origin (generally top left hand corner). The vector = (ci, C2, C3, c4)τ is a

correction parameter vector. This model is based on a fourth order

approximation to the wave aberration equation, as described in a previous

paper by the present inventor (Calibration and removal of lateral chromatic

aberration in images, Pattern Recognition Letters 28(1 ):1 25-1 35, 2007) the

entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

The basic model is only valid for fixed lens settings. In a lens with any or

all of the following variable settings: focal length, aperture and focusing, the

chromatic aberration content in the image varies. These variations are nonlinear

and have differing levels of impact on the amount of LCA. Experiments show

that focal length has the greatest influence, and focusing has the least impact

on the chromatic aberration content. The lens settings are incorporated into the

above model by varying the parameter vector based on the lens settings.

These variations are modelled according to:

where the index n represents the parameter id, i.e. 1 to 4, F(z ) models

the variations caused by the focal length changes, F( )n represents the



aperture setting changes and F(J)U represents the focus changes. Specifically:

for parameter each parameter in the above model this becomes:

= r :
> + k : + kr f + A

Λ A : + k a +
\i = k ϊ : + u a + k

r = 15 + U + 17

By applying a suitable numerical minimisation technique these parameters

are determined from the measured data. Once determined, they may be applied

to a raw image to correct each pixel, provided the lens settings are known.

Although, the above method has been described with respect to focus,

aperture and focal length changes, it will be appreciated that the method may

also be applied to tilt, shift and\or swing lenses or combinations thereof in which

(LCA) displacement measurements as described above are taken for different

degrees of tilt, shift and\or swing and the numerical minimisation technique is

applied with the degree of tilt, shift and\or swing provided as one or more lens

setting inputs in place of or in addition to focus, aperture and focal length

settings. Moreover, it will be appreciated, that generally these specialised

lenses are fixed focal length in nature and accordingly, the focal length

parameter may be replaced with the degree of tilt, shift or sweep as appropriate.

The techniques of the present application may be applied in a variety of

different ways in both cameras and projection devices. In the case of a camera,

the method is applied after it has been sensed at the camera sensor, whereas



in the projection device, it is applied before being presented to the projecting

elements.

An exemplary process for correcting a subsequently acquired image using

the previously determined parameters is shown in Figure 3 . It will be

appreciated from the discussions above that the present correction process is

applied to the raw image data in advance of any demosaicing process. Once

the raw image is acquired 50. The model is then applied 52 using the lens

setting at which the raw image was acquired in order to estimate the correction

required at each pixel in a first colour plane, e.g. Red in the case of an RGB

image where Green was taken as the reference plane. These corrections are

applied 54 to produce a corrected Red plane. The process is then repeated 56

for the second colour plane, e.g. Blue to produce a corrected Blue plane. The

corrected Blue and Red planes are then combined 58 with the reference Green

plane to produce a corrected RGB RAW image. Depending on the configuration

in the camera, the corrected image may then be stored in RAW format or

demosaiced 60 and stored in a compressed form such as JPEG.

It will be appreciated that whilst the important factor is that the model is

based on measurements taken of RAW image data and that the method is

applied to RAW image data, the compact nature of the model is such that the

model may be applied within the camera the method need not be applied

directly within the camera and may be applied to the captured raw images using

external image processing software. The external software may be specifically

for the purpose of correcting for LCA or it may be provided as a plug-in for more

general image processing software, such as for example Adobe Photoshop™

In one arrangement, a kit is provided to a user including a reference image

(checkerboard) and the software to produce correction information for their

individual lenses. This information may then be stored and applied as required

to images taken using a particular lens to correct for LCA.



Conventionally, digital cameras include cameraMens setting information

with the RAW image data. Typically, this information would include the focal

length setting of the lens and the aperture selected. Accordingly, it would be

advantageous if the information was also provided by the camera with the raw

image. It will be appreciated that this may require modification to some designs

of camerasMenses to include a sensor for this information. As an alternative, the

software may require the user to input an estimate of the focus distance,

typically the distance from the object being photographed. As it has been

determined by the experiments of the present inventor that focus least affects

the LCA changes, the software may simply ask the user to identify whether the

focus was near, far or midway.

Whilst such an arrangement is ideally suited to the experienced

amateur\professional, it is unlikely to be favoured with the less experienced

user. Moreover, as only higher end models of cameras provide images in RAW

format to the user, most others using the JPEG format, it would be preferable to

include the correction process within the camera. In addition, if the process is

included in the camera, less expensive lenses may be employed to achieve

comparable results to more expensive lenses where the correction process is

not employed. Thus for example, the process may readily be employed in

compact digital cameras and mobile phones to improve image quality without

increasing the optics. To achieve this, the cameras may be calibrated during or

at the end of the manufacturing process to determine the correction parameters

which may subsequently be employed to correct acquired images before the

images are demosaiced and stored as JPEG's or in another compressed

format.

In more expensive cameras, such as digital SLR's where the lenses may

be changed, the firmware of the camera may be configured to include the above

described correction process. In this arrangement, the camera firmware may be

configured initially or updated to determine the correction parameters. In this

arrangement, the correction parameters may be determined by running through

a calibration routine performed by the firmware for each lens of the user. The



determined calibration settings may then be associated with the individual lens,

e.g. by reference to the identification of the lens when it connects to the camera

or alternatively by selection of the user from a menu. It will be appreciated that

users may prefer not to have this complexity or they may prefer to share the

information between several cameras. In this scenario, the parameters for the

correction may be stored in a memory card or similar and loaded into the

camera as required. This type of scenario is known where user's custom

settings may be saved and retrieved from a memory card.

In another arrangement, the lenses are calibrated during their

manufacturing process to determine appropriate correction parameters and

these parameters are stored as meta data within the lens for loading by a

camera subsequently when connected. The correction of an image taken with a

lens could then be implemented onboard the devices hardware (similar to the

white balance function) or on an external processor.

In addition to imaging systems for cameras, the technology may also be

applied to industrial inspection systems and image projection systems. On the

case of image projection systems it will be appreciated that the LCA occurs in

reverse to a camera, i.e. the original image is perfect and it is the projection

through the lens that introduces LCA. To address this, the corrections would be

applied to the data sent to the projector (or indeed within the projector) such

that when the corrected image is transmitted through the lens, the viewer sees

the original and thus uncorrected image without LCA), i.e correction for the

aberration is implemented in reverse through the deliberate introducing of

chromatic to the driving image. The lens aberrations will subsequently remove

these aberrations to render an aberration free image. The image processing

path is modified slightly within this processing path as would be appreciated by

the person skilled in the art.

The description is given with respect to an electronic camera that

incorporates a single-plate type image pickup device has colour filters of RGB

etc. arranged on an image pickup plane, and generates RAW data of each



colour component arranged at each pixel. As the aberration source is

independent of the pick-up this technology could equally be employed in other

devices that utilise lenses such as projectors. In cameras full colour images are

generated from this RAW data through an interpolation or demosaicing process.

Numerous techniques for interpolation are in use, and they strive to minimize

the introduction of colour artefacts into the full colour image. Although, the

application has been described with respect to RGB sensors, it will be

appreciated that the application may be applied to any colour imaging sensor.

Whilst, it will be understood that the use of a test pattern is advantageous

as its characteristics are thus those of its test points are known. It would be

advantageous if a more general approach which was not reliant upon a

predetermined test pattern could be employed.

Accordingly, a further method is now described which employs an

alternative means of acquiring measurements of LCA in general images rather

than the exemplary chessboard test pattern described above, where the corners

are employed as test points.

In contrast to the previously described method which was employed in

advance of use by a user of their camera, this alternative method would

facilitate the detection of LCA using regular images, thus relaxing the test

pattern constraint and data acquisition stage that was previously required.

Advantageously, the method may be applied to a library images previously

acquired by the camera using the META data associated with the images (e.g.

their exif tags) to identify different lens settings and then to provide a measure

of the LCA for these different lens settings and then proceed as before with the

calibration or parameter estimation process.

A second advantage of this automatic LCA detection is that it allows for the

single or blind correction of the aberration in any image. This involves running

the automatic LCA detection and followed subsequently with a parameter



estimation phase with constant focal, aperture lengths. The correction can then

be applied as before, for example within photo editing software.

A description of this automatic detection process is now provided with

reference to Figure 4 and to the following exemplary method steps which begins

40 with a RAW image taken by the camera. In contrast to above the image

taken need not be of a test pattern such as the chess board, but may any image

previously taken by a user of the camera at a particular desired lens setting to

be measured for. This lens setting information is generally available from META

data associated with the image, e.g. EXIF data.

The RAW image is then analysed using suitable image processing

routines in software. The first stage of this analysis is to find high variation

regions 42 (i.e. to identify regions in the image from which suitable candidate to

employ as test points may be identified) of the image via a fast derivative

procedure on RAW image data to provide one or more derivative planes. This

may equally be applied to interpolated or full colour images by someone familiar

with the art and the following steps. The derivatives may be calculated in the

horizontal and/or vertical directions on each colour plane. This is beneficial as

the LCA model above (equation 1) can be resolved into horizontal or vertical

directions, and thus can be calibrated with data in at least one of these

directions. The uni-directional approach offers a speed increase by a factor of

2, and is thus advantageous. The following explanation continues with the

unidirectional derivative, but may equally be applied to a bi-directional derivative

by someone familiar with the art.

The derivative planes (one for reference colour and at least one of the

other colours) are then processed to find 44 suitable candidate edges (test

points) for measurement. This involves setting a threshold based on a

histogram of the derivative plane data, wherein only the top x% of the derivative

data is considered. Typical values for x% would be between are 5% to 20%. It

will be appreciated that different values could be employed depending on the

nature of the image, thus in the case of a test pattern such as the checkboard, a



lower figure of 5% could be employed whereas in an image of a natural (non

test) scene, a higher figure of 40% might be used but more usefully a figure of

20% may be used generally. Derivative pixels above this threshold are further

reduced to include only those with a low valued supporting regions in the

direction of the derivative (horizontal or vertical), i.e. to avoid confusion that may

arise if there were multiple regions of high change close together. As stated

above, this step is performed on the reference colour plane and at least one

other chromatic plane. To ensure that a test point is available for measurement,

test sites are only selected if both reference and chromatic plane satisfy the

threshold test. An example of a test site is shown in Figure 5, where the high

intensity derivative in both the reference and chromatic plane are shown with

low valued supporting regions on either side.

For each test site (test point) identified in the step above, a Gaussian

function is now fitted to the selected derivative colour plane. The function for

one selected data point on one plane is:

A number of active pixels either side of a test site are used to find the

parameters p . This is efficiently done using a Gauss-Newton iteration. In the

equation, pi represents the peak position of the Gaussian (i.e. the mean), p2

represents the spread of the derivative intensity profile either side of the peak,

while po represents the intensity or height of the derivative intensity profile.

Comparisons of pi over the reference and chromatic plane give chromatic

displacement at that location in the derivative direction/s selected. The

parameters p2 and p0 are used to perform ancillary checks.

A number of ancillary tests may be performed to ensure a reliable fit is

achieved, including, for example:

a . Excessive iterations indicating poor test site

b. High residual error indicating poor test site



c . High value for parameter p2 indicating a poor bell type shape to

data

d . Excessive deviation of parameter from the site location, by more

than a predetermined limit for a maximum LCA shift, for example 3 or 4 pixels,

which again would indicate a poor test site

The fitting step is repeated for each test site (test point) selected. The

returned parameters, in particular respective pi parameters give a reading of

the misalignment of the two selected colour planes at each test point. A small

correction should be applied to one of the planes to accommodate the

underlying colour filter array pattern if present, by shifting one of the returned

measurements by 1 pixel. An example of the outcome of which is shown in

Figure 6 .

6) For each LCA measurement data set, a model is fitted. Since the

LCA model can be resolved into horizontal and vertical directions, only the

equations relating to the derivative direction are required. This results in a

calibration model for LCA that fits the LCA throughout the image. Any incorrect

measurements that may result from colours in the scene may be discarded

within a RANSAC style fitting or other similar technique which may reduce

erroneous samples.

For lenses with variable focal length and aperture, more extensive

modelling can be employed as described with reference to the earlier method

employing a test pattern described above. More particularly, the above

described method may be run on a library of images taken by a user where

meta data is available to identify the lens settings. For multiple images with the

same lens settings, the results can be reinforced by the effective

repetition\determination of the model across multiple images. For different lens

settings, the methods described above may be applied to develop a model 52

for correcting LCA across all lens settings as described above.



This model may then be installed in the camera\image processing software

to automatically correct images taken by the camera. As explained above, the

advantage of including the correction within firmware or similar in the camera is

that the adjustment may be made before the image is converted from RAW to

JPEG or other image format.

The words comprises/comprising when used in this specification are to

specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components but does

not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers ,

steps, components or groups thereof.



Claims

1. A method for creating a model for correcting LCA in an imaging

system, the method comprises:

a) obtaining a RAW image taken by an imaging system with an initial lens

setting, the image comprising a reference colour component and at least

one other colour component

b) examining the RAW image to identify test sites in the image,

c) determining the LCA shift that has occurred for the at least one colour

at each test site with respect to the reference colour component at that

test site,

d) repeating steps a), b) and c) for RAW images with different lens

settings,

e) using the determined LCA shifts in a fitting method to determine the

constants of a model comprising a plurality of equations, where the

model may be employed to estimate an LCA correction value for any

pixel in an image, where the inputs to the model comprise the pixels

location and the current lens settings.

2 . A method according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein each test site

comprises a test point.

3 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the method is

applied for two colour components and constants are determined

separately for each colour component.

4 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the imaging

system employs RGB format.

5 . A method according to claim 4, wherein the Green component is

selected as the reference colour component and the model parameters



are determined to correct the Red and\or Blue components.

6 . A method according to claim 1, wherein the step of obtaining a RAW

image comprises the steps of setting the lens of the imaging system to

an initial setting, and using the imaging system to acquire a RAW image

of a test pattern, where the test pattern has a plurality of test sites

defined therein.

7 . A method according to claim 6, wherein the test pattern is a

checkerboard pattern and the test points are the corners of the squares.

8 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the examination

of the image for test sites comprises the step of identifying high regions

of change in each component as potential test sites.

9 . A method according to claim 8, wherein the step of identifying high

regions of change comprises determining horizontal and\or vertical

derivative values throughout the image.

10 . A method according to claim 9, wherein a region is identified as a

region of high change when its derivative is within the top 20% of

derivative values within the image.

11. A method according to claim 9, wherein a region is identified as a

region of high change when its derivative is within the top 5% of

derivative values within the image.

12 . A method according to any one of claims 8 to 11, wherein high

regions of change are considered only if they exist in both the reference

colour component and the at least one other colour component.

13 . A method according to any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein high

regions of change are considered only if they exist in both the reference



colour component and the at least one other colour component.

14. A method according to any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein high regions of

change are only considered if they have low valued regions of change on

at least one side.

15 . A method according to claims 14, wherein high regions of change are

only considered if they have low valued regions of change on both sides.

16 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a lens setting

comprises the aperture setting.

17 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the lens is a

zoom lens and a lens setting comprises the selected focal length.

18 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a lens setting

comprises the focus distance

19 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a lens setting

comprises the degree of lens shift.

20. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a lens setting

comprises the degree of lens tilt.

2 1 . A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a lens setting

comprises the degree of lens swing.

22. A computer program embodied on a computer medium which when

executed by a processor performs the method steps of any preceding

claim.

23. A correction system for an imaging system comprising a lens having

one or more settings and an imaging element, the imaging system



employing RAW image data having at least two colour components, the

correction system applying to each pixel of at least one colour a

correction equation to correct for LCA where the constants of the

equations have been previously determined by the method of anyone of

claims 1 to 22 and the inputs to the equation comprise the individual pixel

location and the at least one lens setting.

24. A correction system according to claim 23, wherein the method is

applied to two colour components with previously determined constants

for each colour component.

25. A correction system according to claim 23 or claim 24, wherein the

imaging system employs RGB format.

26. A correction system according to claim 25, wherein the Red and\or

Blue components are corrected.

27. A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 26, wherein

a lens setting comprises the aperture setting.

28. A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 27, wherein

the lens is a zoom lens and a lens setting comprises the selected focal

length.

29. A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 28, wherein

a lens setting comprises the focus distance

30. A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 29, wherein

a lens setting comprises the degree of lens shift.

3 1 . A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 30, wherein

a lens setting comprises the degree of lens tilt.



32. A correction system according to any one of claims 23 to 3 1 , wherein

a lens setting comprises the degree of lens swing.

33. A camera comprising the correction system of any one of claims 23

to 32, wherein the imaging element is a sensor.

34. A camera according to claim 33, wherein the sensor is a CCD

device.

35. A projector comprising the correction system of any one of claims 23

to 32.

36. A projector according to claim 35, wherein the imaging element is a

LCD device.

37. A method of correcting for Lateral Chromatic Aberration in a lens

comprising the steps of: acquiring a RAW image comprising at least

three colour components and at least one lens setting corresponding to

those of the RAW image, applying a first mathematical correction to a

first colour component of the RAW image to provide a corrected first

colour component, applying a second mathematical correction to a

second colour component of the RAW image to provide a corrected

second colour component, wherein the first and second mathematical

corrections are performed individually on pixels of the individual colour

components by application of a series of equations, wherein the

coefficients for the series equations have been determined from previous

measurements of chromatic aberration at points in a plurality of images

with a plurality of different lens setting and the inputs to the equations

comprise the position of the pixel and the at least one lens setting,

combining the corrected first colour component and the corrected second

colour component with the third colour component to provide a corrected

raw image.



38. A method according to claim 3 1 , wherein the plurality of images are

images taken of a test pattern.
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